
Secured laptop
Blockchain technology

Hardware secured

Software secured

Operating system secured

Telecommunications secured

Data transfers secured

Encryption protocol

Privacy

Virtual Private Network (VPN)

Secured Encrypted

Features
Security

The first Blockchain secured laptop that offers  
integral protection for access and  

transmission of data for your daily tasks.

Hardware 
Separated 
Operating 
Systems

Dual operating system

Learn more

CryptoDATA OS

Designed to  
safeguard  
users’ privacy  
and ensure  
data security. 

Check CryptoDATA OS

Secured but vulnerable

Other generic OS security defaults are not 
enough to keep cyber criminals at a 
distance.

256 GB

Hardware encrypted

256 GB

Using CryptoDATA OS all your data is 
secured and safely encrypted.

OS of your choice

You can set up a generic operating system of your choice (Linux, Windows, etc.) 
for you to always be connected, even if you don’t need our encryption.

Dual OS laptop that ensures user’s data security at all times.  
CryptoDATA OS is designed for your encrypted communication 
and regular OS for conducting regular daily activities.

One laptop

Select operating system

CryptoDATA OS Generic OS

More ways to 
Stay connected

Connectivity

Learn more

WiFi

The next generation of Wi-Fi doesn’t 
provide only mobility and fastness, it 
also provides a stable connection for 
data transfer and communication.

WiFi

NFC

Unique feature integrated into the 

BASM laptop to offer a simple and 

secure method for fast data transfer 

between your devices.

The next generation of Wi-Fi, NFC and Bluetooth is not just faster 
but it makes the BASM laptop even stronger as more devices join 
the network.

Connectivity 
Faster than ever

Bluetooth

Multiple connections between your 
devices for any type of data transfer: 
music, photos, videos and documents.

Bluetooth 
Low Energy

Let them  
see only 
what you  
want to share

Privacy

Learn more

Keep 
the personal 
computer 
personal

Personal computer

Learn more

Fast physical 
Kill switch for

Privacy

Action aaand 
           ut

Integrated feature to disable both the webcam and  

microphone to ensure your privacy and security

 
Microphone 

Disabled

Webcam 

Disabled

Dual screen laptop that offers the possibility of displaying 
selected information with others while ensuring the  
protection of your private information.

Real privacy 
Beyond imagination 

CryptoDATA OS

Working 
flawlessly & 

seamlessly on  
CrytoDATA OS

OS of your choice

Working 
flawlessly 

on a generic 
OS platform

&

Created to work
in the darkness

A full-size keyboard designed for BASM  

brings individual hard caps for a responsive 

comfortable, and quiet typing experience.

Everything is 
Encrypted with 
Your Unique 
Private Key

Unique private key

Learn more

Easy  
recovery  
methods 
for all  
your files

Backup

Learn more

Granting access to  
your account and files  
can be activated with 
the Private Key.

Private Key enabled accessFingerprint enabled access

Protection 
at your 

fingertips

Learn more

Password enabled access

User’s configured 
password can determine 
the safety of its 
protected data as it 
enables authentication.

Or on any IMPulse smartphone

You can also use the Private Key to access your information on any 
other IMPulse smartphone.

Access your data on any BASM laptop

The Private Key is designed to give you access to your data on 
secured devices such as the BASM laptop.

Enabled access to your personal information with the help of the 
Private Key at any time and from anywhere.

Accesibility in 
every action

Communicate  
as if your  
partners 
are in the  
same room

Wisp

Learn more

NO Servers 
NO Problems

Decentralization

Learn more

Protect 
your business 
with our 
encrypted email

Email

Learn more

A powerful 
encrypted 
office suite 
to enhance 
productivity

Secured office

Learn more

Secure video 
conferencing 
service for a 
more effective 
interdepartmental 
communication 
within the 
organisation or with 
external partners.

Encrypted conference

Provided access to 
the familiar 
slideshow maker tool 
that you already 
know. Create, edit, 
view, present or 
share your 
presentations easily 
from anywhere.

Powerpoint

Encrypted video

Learn more

Secure video call service that facilitates 
talking face-to-face for improved 
communication.

Excel

Learn more

The industry 
leading  

spreadsheet  
software  
program

Encrypted group

Utilizes VOBP protocol 
in order to generate a 
unique group key based 
on members’ individual 
encryption keys in order 
to ensure a permanent 
and stable connection, 
regardless of their 
network reception.

Word

An app that empowers 
you to create, edit and 
view your documents 
easily and faster 
integrated in your 
secured BASM laptop.

Encrypted calls

Securely and safely 
communicate with your 

partners without the 
risk and fear of being 

intercepted.

Spectral storage

Decentralised cloud storage that utilizes Private Key and AES-256 
for encrypting user files and providing access anywhere, anytime 
and from any device.

Encrypted chat

Messages are end-to-end encrypted with AES-256 and Private Key. 
The information transfer is peer-to-peer.

Hi, Den! 

Tommy and I want to go 

in mall tomorrow night. 

Would you like to go  

with us?

56738sjh734

8855097694e1ed7dae1

063fd48e3sdef6eE6es

Ok, what about meet 

this weekend?

3AaZTNtYRNy1peqSrq

QfGXdwYHWdfSe33d

Local storage

VOBP integrates AES-256 and Private Key in order to safely store 
data in the user’s device.

Communication security is ensured by the use of VOBP and 
multiple integrated encryption algorithms such as AES-256, 
asymmetric key generation and private and public key exchange.

Encrypted communication 
in your day to day activities

Matrix ID

Learn more

Personal  
information 
isn’t required when  
creating your digital  
identity with our  
Blockchain technology

Management  
panel for your  
digital identities and  
your values wallet

Vault

Learn more

You can use our  
Vault wallet to 
receive supported 
cryptocurrencies.  
Receives are 
available on both 
mobile and web.

ReceiveKeep

Learn more

Enjoy real  
ownership  
and control  
over your  

assets

Send

You can use our  
Vault wallet to  
send supported 
cryptocurrencies.  
Sends are available on 
both mobile and web.

Communication security is ensured by the use of VOBP and 
multiple integrated encryption algorithms such as AES-256, 
asymmetric key generation and private and public key exchange.

Remain anonymous with 
Zero-knowledge services

Selecting Item type

All Lists

Cryptocurrency Latest
February 2021

Vault

Overview 

Send coins

Notifications

Transactions

Identities

Support

100

50

245,679.00

100K

50K

198,679.00

BitCoin

Ethereum

Details

Details

Bought BitCoin

0.0456 BTC

Amount

Confirmations: 5 VERIFIED

VERIFIED

ACTIONS Details

34728978952347983283y7384733

Today 10:45 AM

Sold Ethereum

43.60 ETH

Amount

Confirmations: 1 NOT VERIFIED

NOT VERIFIED

ACTIONS Details

5798es783458s730d858378d6737

Today 11:45 AM

CRYPTOCURRENCIES

LAST 24 HOURS

BTC - BitCoin 

ETH - Ethereum 

XVG - Verge 

USDT - Tether 

ADA - Cardano 

DOT - PolkaDot 

Wellcome Back! Secured User

Connected

Vault Secure apps

VPN

ac325r7d7ssd87347dsba

Secured
Status

CryptoDATA
Organization

Matrix ID

Enhanced protection

Status connected

Enhanced protection is ON





Cross-site Tracking Cookies

Tracking content

Social Media Trackers

Fingertips

Cryptominers

Protection Settings

Protection Dashboard

10,850 Blocked

Virtual Private Network

Information

Status not connected

Server

CryptoDATA OS

1 sec

None

Compatibility

Ping

Vulnerability

Please connect your device.

Germany

Start







Germany

Hungary

Spain

France

England





















Welcome to 
The Dark Side

Designed for Privacy 
Built for Security

CryptoDATA OS

Learn more

Enter your password

●●●●●●●●

Protected against 
malicious code 
infection or any 
other known 
vulnerabilities.

Protection against infected filesUnsecured connections warning

Learn more

Unsecured 
Incoming 

Connection

Denied 3rd-party apps installation

Protecting the user from 
malicious attacks, 
harmful programs 
installation and also it 
notifies the user when 
unsecured devices 
request connection. 

Worm Guard

Protection system integrated in the CryptoDATA OS to safeguard 
user’s information against external actions.

Malicious activities are blocked

For malicious programs and applications, the installation is denied 
by Worm Guard and the suite of secured apps, developed 
internally, as a means for protecting user’s data. 

A laptop built to provide security-optimised features that 
facilitate connection between all our encryption devices in order 
to ensure privacy and security of the user’s data.

Encryption in 
every action

&


